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 Features * 8 massive Titans with unique units, spells, and abilities * Epic new cinematics that takes you back to the ancient times of Tyria * New strategic modes and endless replayability * An epic quest line to unlock the mysteries of the past * Dozens of magical items and artifacts to discover * New and exciting units * New creatures and monsters to defeat * New hero class and playable race
Controls Left click to move your units Right click to cast spells Escape to cancel Shift to turn Hold ` to cancel a spell while moving Terrain Left click to move, left click to build Shift to build faster Right click to research new units Campaign Quick play Multiplayer Campaign And more..." What's New in Version 1.6.1 * New Story Paths * New Episodes * New Enemies * New Campaign Level

Rewards * Improved Graphics * Unit Control and Action Bar Improvements Please note, while this version includes many small improvements and changes, it does not address all of the issues raised by the player community. Issues affecting the following games and related games will not be fixed in this version: -Dark Messiah of Might and Magic -Age of Wonders II -Adventures in the Magic Lands
-Age of Wonders II: The Wizard's Throne -Age of Wonders III -The Legend of Heroes: Trails in the Sky -Adventuring Tides -Beyond the Sword -Blue Fang -Castle of the Winds -Conan Exiles -Hack 'n Slash Gold -Kingdom Under Fire -Kings of War -Kingdom of Loathing -Portsmouth -Plan B -Lord of the Ocean -Poverty -Rise of the Triad -The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword -The Binding of

Isaac -The Big Island -Thief of Thieves -Toy Soldiers: Cold War -Wasteland 2 * Please note that these are not all games affected by this issue and this is not all the games affected by this 520fdb1ae7
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